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Abstract. In this paper we establish the existence of all higher logarithms as Deligne cohomology
classes in a sense slightly weaker than that of [13, Sect. 12], but in a sensethat should be strong enough
for defining Chem classes on the algebraic K-theory of complex algebraic varieties. In particular,
for each integer p  1, we construct a multivalued holomorphic function on a Zariski open subset
of the self dual grassmannian of p-planes in C2p which satisfies a canonical 2p + 1 term functional
equation. The key new technical ingredient is the construction of a topology on the generic part of
each Grassmannian which is coarser than the Zariski topology and where each open contains another
which is both a 1« 7r, 1) and a rational K(03C0,1).
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1. Introduction

Denote by Gq the Zariski open subset of the grassmannian of q-dimensional linear
subspaces of JIDp+q which are transverse to each coordinate hyperplane and each of
their intersections. Intersecting elements of GP with each of the p + q + 1 coordinate
hyperplanes of pp+q defines p + q + 1 maps

The spaces GP with 0  q x p and the face maps Ai form a truncated simplicial
variety Gp..

In [13, Sect. 12] (see also [3]) the pth higher logarithm is defined as a certain
element of the multivalued Deligne cohomology’ of Gp. In that paper the existence
of only the first three higher logarithms was established.

In this paper we establish the existence of all higher logarithms, but in a sense
slightly weaker than that of [13, (12.4)] - we show that for each p, there is a
Zariski open subset Up2022 of Gp on which the pth higher logarithm is defined as a
multivalued (and ordinary) Deligne cohomology class. This should be sufficient to
show that the pth Chem classes on the algebraic K-theory of a complex algebraic
variety is represented by the pth higher logarithm (cf. [10, 14]). The key new
technical ingredient is the construction of a topology on the generic part of each

* Research supported in part by grants from the National Science Foundation
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Grassmannian which is coarser than the Zariski topology and where each open
contains another which is both a 117 (7r, 1 ) and a rational K (7r, 1).

Hanamura and MacPherson [17] have a geometric construction of the part of
each higher logarithms that lies in the multivalued de Rham complex of Gp2022. The
part of our higher logarithm that lies in the multivalued de Rham complex of
G; is only defined generically, so their result is stronger than ours in this respect
(cf. Remark 7.6), but our result is stronger than theirs in that we construct higher
logarithms as both multivalued and ordinary Deligne cohomology classes.

One part of the cocycle defining the pth higher logarithm is a multivalued
function Lp defined on the Zariski open subset Up 1 of the self dual Grassmannian
of p planes in C2p. The cocycle condition implies that this multivalued function
satisfies the canonical 2p + 1 term functional equation

In the cases p = 1, 2, 3, the function L p has a single valued cousin Dp which also
satisfies the functional equation

The first function D 1 is simply log 1 1, the second is the Bloch-Wigner function,
and the third, whose existence was established in [ 13, Sect. Il], can be expressed in
terms of Ramakrishnan’s single valued cousin of the classical trilogarithm, as was
proved by Goncharov [9]. The functional equation implies that D p (p = 1, 2, 3)
represents an element of H2P-I(GLp(C), C/R(p)). This class is known to be a
non-zero rational multiple of the Borel element, the class used to define the Borel
regulator ([4, 6, 9, 19], see also [12]). The single valued cousins of the higher
logarithms constructed in this paper are constructed in [14] where it is shown that
each represents a non-zero rational multiple of the class used to define the Beilinson
Chem class on the part coming from GLp of the K-theory of function fields of
complex algebraic varieties.

We now discuss the content of this paper in more detail. As in [ 13], the algebra of
multivalued differential forms on an algebraic manifold will be denoted by 2022(X).
We will usually denote the ring of multivalued functions nO(X) by (5(X). There
is a weight filtration W, on 03A92022(X) which gives it the structure of a filtered d.g.
algebra. The category of complex algebraic manifolds and regular maps between
them will be denoted by .A. Since the pullback of a multivalued function under a
regular map X ~ Y is not well defined, it is necessary to refine the category A in
order that n. becomes a well defined functor. Such a refinement ,A of A is defined
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in [13, Sect. 2]. The objects of A are universal coverings X - X of objects ouf 4,
and the morphisms are commutative squares

where the bottom arrow is a morphism of A. The truncated simplicial variety Gi
has a natural lift to a simplicial object of Ã, [13, (5.4)].

Denote the Deligne-Beilinson cohomology of a smooth (simplicial) variety
X by H2022D(X,Q(p)). In [13, Sect. 12] the multivalued Deligne cohomology of a
simplicial object X, of A was defined. It will be denoted by HMV(X., Q(p)).

There are several equivalent ways to define rational K(03C0,1) spaces, but for our
purposes in the introduction, perhaps the most pertinent comment is that a Zariski
open subset U of a grassmannian is a rational K(03C0,1) if and only if

for all l  0. Using this, we show in Section 9 that if X, is a simplicial object of
Â and each Xq is a rational K(03C0, 1), then there is a natural isomorphism

This was stated without proof in [ 13, (12.3)].
The main idea of this paper is to exploit this fact by replacing Gi by a Zariski

open subset U; where each Uq is a rational A"(7r, 1). Once one has done this and
established that U; lifts to a simplicial object of A, the line of the proof of the
existence of higher logarithms is relatively clear - there is a natural GLp(C) bundle
over Ui whose ’pth Chem class’ (the existence of such a Chem class is not clear)
is an element of

The pth higher logarithm is a suitable rational multiple of this class.*
To recapitulate, one of the main obstacles to proving the existence of the pth

higher logarithm is to establish the existence of such a Zariski open subset U; of
Gi where each Uq is a rational K(03C0,1). If the Zariski topology had the property
that each open set contains another open which is a rational K(03C0,1), then one
could easily find the sought after open subset Up2022 of Gp2022. Unfortunately, this is not

* If one only wants the multivalued function, or the higher logarithm in the sense of [ 13, (6.1)],
then one can appeal directly to the analogue of [ 13, (8.9)] for U; - cf. (7.4).
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the case (cf. [11, (9.7)]). For this reason we introduce a coarser topology on the
GP, called the constructible topology, which does enjoy this property. This is done
in Section 4.
We conclude the introduction with a brief description of the constructible topo-

logy and the idea behind the proof of the existence of ur. The first point is that
each 03B6 E GP determines an ordered configuration of p + q + 1 points in Pp-1, no
p of which lie on a hyperplane; the configuration is well defined up to projective
equivalence. To see how this works, note that the set of (q + 1 )-dimensional planes
in Pp+q which contain 03B6 comprise a projective space of dimension p - 1. The jth
point of the configuration is the point of this projective space which corresponds to
the join of the jth standard basis vector with 03B6. Each such configuration determines
a configuration of hyperplanes in Pp-1 - the hyperplanes are those determined
by the (p - 1 )-element subsets of the points. The configuration corresponding to
an element of G2 and the corresponding arrangement of hyperplanes in P2 are
illustrated in Fig. 1.
A configuration of hyperplanes in IPP-1 corresponds to a central configuration

of hyperplanes in CP. Denote the central configuration in CP which corresponds to
ç E GP by C(e).

One’s natural instinct when trying to understand the topology of the Gq is to use
the face maps Ai : Gpq ~ Gpq-1 to study them inductively. The ’standard mistake’ is
to believe that all such face maps are fibrations. If they were, life would be easier,
but less interesting. It is worthwhile to see how the face maps fail to be fibrations
as it is relevant to the proof of the existence of ur. Observe that the fiber of the
face map Ai : Gpq ~ Gpq-1 over the point 03B6 e Gp- 1 is the complement of the
arrangement C(03B6) in Cp.

The simplest example where a face map is not a fibration is provided by any
of the face maps Ai : G33 ~ G2. The projectivization of the generic fiber is the
complement of an arrangement determined by six points in P2, no three of which
lie on a line, and where no three of the lines they determine are concurrent, except
at one of the points xo, ... , X5. The complement of the arrangement on the right
hand side of Fig. 1 is the projectivization of a special fiber of A6 : G33 ~ G3 as
there is an exceptional triple point. Since the topology of the fiber of A6: G33 ~ G2
is not constant, A6 is not a fibration.

The basic closed subsets of GP in the constructible topology are defined to be
the closure of the set of points 03B6 where the combinatorics of C(03B6) is fixed. For
example, the closure of the set of points in G3 where the lines XOX2, XI x3 and X4X5
intersect in a single point (as in Fig. 1) is a closed subset of G2 in the constructible
topology. The combinatorial objects which parameterize the closed sets are called
templates.

Observe that Ao : G33 ~ G3 is a fibration over the constructible open subset
of G2 which consists of all 03B6 for which the projectivization of C(03B6) contains no
exceptional triple points. By passing to a constructible open subset of G3, one can
arrange for the generic fiber of Ao to be the complement of an arrangement of fiber
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type, and by restricting Ao to a smaller constructible open subset of G3 we may
assume that Ao is a fibration whose fiber is the complement of an arrangement of
fiber type. Since arrangements of fiber type are rational A"(7r, l)s, this provides,
via (5.2), the inductive step needed for finding the open subset U; of G; in which
each Uq is a rational K(03C0, 1).

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with [13].

Conventions. In this paper, all simplicial objects are strict - that is, they are functors
from the category A of finite ordinals and strictly order preserving maps to, say,
the category of algebraic varieties.

As is standard, the finite set {0,1,...,n} with its natural ordering will be
denoted by [n]. Let r and s be positive integers with r  s. Denote the full

subcategory of A whose objects are the ordinals [n] with r  n  s by 0394[r,s]. An
(r, s ) truncated simplicial object of a category C is a contravariant functor from
0394[r,s] to C.

The word simplicial will be used generically to refer to both simplicial objects
and truncated simplicial objects.

By Deligne cohomology, we shall mean Beilinson’s refined version of Deligne
cohomology as defined in [2]. It can be expressed as an extension

where x denotes the category of Q mixed Hodge structures.

2. Constructible configurations and templates

Fix a ground field IF. Denote the projective space JIDm(IF) over F by fiDm. By a
configuration of n points in fiDm, we shall mean an element x of (Pm)n. A
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Fig. 2.

subconfiguration of x is any element of (Pm)l, l  n, obtained by deleting some
of the components of x.
A linear configuration in Pm is a finite collection of linear subspaces of Pm. The

complete configuration H associated to a linear configuration 1t = {L 1, ..., Ll} in
IP’ is the configuration consisting of the L j and all of their non-empty intersections.
A linear configuration is complete if it equals its completion.

The join of two linear subspaces LI, L2 of Pm is the smallest linear subspace
of Pl which contains them both. It will be denoted by L1 * L2.

DEFINITION 2.1. The set D(x) of linear configurations in Pl derived from a
particular configuration x of n points in Pl is the unique set of linear configurations
in n»m which satisfies the following properties:

1. the completion of the configuration consisting of all hyperplanes in Pl that
are spanned by a subconfiguration of x is in D(x) ;

2. every 1t E D(x) is complete;
3. if H e D(x), I, e 1t and X is a subconfiguration of x such that L * spanX is

a hyperplane, then the completion of H U {L * spanX} is also in D(x).

EXAMPLE 2.2. Let x be the configuration (xo, z1, X 2, X 3, X 4) of 5 points in P2(R)
depicted in the left half of Fig. 2. The right half of Fig. 2 depicts the configuration
defined in (1) of the definition of D(x). Every other linear configuration 1t in D(x)
contains this configuration. The first linear configuration depicted in Fig. 3 is in
D(x), the second is not.
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Fig. 3.

The class of all order preserving functions r: P - N from a partially ordered
set into N forms a category P. A morphism 03A6 from rl: Pl - N to r2: P2 ~ N is an
order preserving function ~: P1 ~ P2 such that the diagram

commutes. We shall denote the k-dimensional elements r-l (k) of P by Pk.

DEFINITION 2.3. A template is an isomorphism class of objects of the

category P.

Templates are a generalization of matroids.
Each linear configuration 1t in P’ is a partially ordered set - the linear sub-

spaces are ordered by inclusion. Define a rank function r : H ~ N by defining
r(L) = dim L for each L e H. In this way we associate a template to each linear
configuration.

The template of a linear configuration H derived from a configuration of points
x in Pm has additional structure; namely, the marking of the points of x. For this
reason, we now define marked templates.

Denote the set {0, 1,..., n} by [n]. One can consider the class of triples ( P, r, 03C8),
where P is a partially ordered set, r: P - N is an order preserving function, and
where 1b : [n] ~ Po is a function. These form a category 15 n; the morphisms are
order preserving maps which preserve the rank functions r and the markings 0.
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DEFINITION 2.4. An n-marked template is an isomorphism class of objects of
the category Pn.

Each linear configuration derived from a configuration x of n + 1 points in
P’ determines an n-marked template. If x = (xo, xl, ... , xn), then the marking
7/;: [n] - ?-lo is defined by 0(j) = xj. We will view D(x) as a set of marked linear
configurations. Denote the set of n-marked templates

associated to a configuration x of n + 1 points in pm by T(x). Taking 1t to T(x)
defines a bijection

We shall denote the element of D(x) which corresponds to T E T(x) by HT.
The group of projective equivalences PGLm+1 acts on the set of linear configu-

rations in Pm. Observe that if two linear configurations are projectively equivalent,
they determine the same template. Consequently, T(x) depends only on the pro-
jective equivalence class of x.

3. Hyperplane arrangements of fiber type

We retain the notation of the previous section. We inductively define what it means
for an arrangement of hyperplanes in IF’ to be of fiber type. First, every arrangement
of distinct points in IF is of fiber type. An arrangement of hyperplanes 1t in IF’ is
of fiber type if there is a linear projection 0: Fn ~ e-1 and an arrangement of
hyperplanes A in p-l of fiber type such that

(a) the arrangement ~-1 A is a sub-arrangement of 1t;
(b) the image under 0 of each element of H - cp-l A is all of IF’L-1;
(c) for each u E Fn-1 - U,A, the number of points in the induced arrangement of

points ~-1(u) n H of ~-1(u) by 1t is independent of u.
When IF is R or C, the conditions (a), (b) and (c) imply that the projection

03C8:Cn - ~H ~ Cn-1 -~A is a topological fiber bundle.

PROPOSITION 3.1. If x is a configuration of n points in fiDm, then, for each
T E T(x), there is T’ E T(x) such that 1tT 9 1tT’ and such that HT’ is an

arrangement of fiber type.
Proof. We prove the result by induction on m. The result is trivially true when

rn = 1. Now suppose that m  1. The image of (xo,..., xn-1) under the linear
projection
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is an (n - 1 )-marked configuration z of points in IPI-1. The linear subspaces
L E HT which contain xo induce a linear arrangement 1tT in P(TxnPm). It is easy
to check that 1-lT E D(z). By induction, there is a template S E T(z) such that
the arrangement 1-ls in P(TxnPm) is of fiber type and contains HT. The inverse
image of 1-ls under 0 is an arrangement 7-ls of hyperplanes in P’ each of whose
hyperplanes contains zn . The completion of the linear arrangement

is an element of D(x). The projection ~ induces a linear projection

whose fibers are punctured lines. Adding to H the hyperplanes in Pm which are
the join of xn with a codimension 2 stratum of H we obtain a linear arrangement
H’ in P’ such that the restriction of 0 to IPI - ~H’ is a linear map

each of whose fibers is Pl minus the same number of points. That is, the arrange-
ment 1t’ is of fiber type. Let T’ e T(x) be the template which corresponds to the
completion of 1t’. Then U1tT’ = U1t’, and so 1fT’ is an arrangement of fiber type
which contains 1fT. 0

4. The generic grassmannians

As in the previous sections, IF will denote a fixed ground field. First recall that the
grassmannian G(q, IIDp+q) of q-dimensional subspaces of fiDp+q can be viewed as
the orbit space

where GLp acts diagonally (cf. [13, Sect. 5]).
The generic part GP of G(q, fiDp+q) is defined to be the set of those points in

G(q, Pp+1) which correspond to (p + q + 1 )-tuples of vectors (vo, ... , vp+q) in Fp
where each p of the vectors are linearly independent.

The torus

acts on Gpq via the action
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The quotient space is the variety

The morphism zr : Gpq ~ YP is a principal (Gm)p+q-bundle with a section [13,
(5.9)]. Consequently,

Denote the point ofP(V) which corresponds to v e V - {0} by [v]. The point
v of GP corresponding to the orbit of (vo, vil, ... , vp+q) determines the point

of Y.P. We can therefore associate to each point of GP the set T(x(v)) of (p + q)-
marked templates.

For each (p + q)-marked template T, define the subset EP(T) of Gpq to be the
Zariski closure of

We will define two templates Ti and T2 to be (p, q)-equivalent if the subvarieties
Epq(T1) and Epq(T2) of GQ are equal.

EXAMPLE 4.1. The two configurations in Fig. 4 determine templates Ti and T2,
respectively. Both E34(T1) and E34(T2) are proper subvarieties of G 3, and E43(T2)
is a proper subvariety of E3(TI).

Define Fpq(T) C Ypq to be the quotient of Epq(T) by the torus action. Observe
that:
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PROPOSITION 4.2. For each template T, the varieties Epq(T) and Fpq(T) x
(G,)P+’7 are isomorphic. 0

DEFINITION 4.3. The constructible topology on GP is the topology whose closed
sets are finite unions of the sets Epq(T). The constructible topology on Yl is the
topology whose closed sets are finite unions of the sets Fpq(T). The constructible
topology on a subset of GP or qp is the topology induced from the constructible
topology on GP or Yl. In particular, the sets Epq(T) and F:(T) have constructible
topologies.

Evidently, the closed subsets of GP are precisely the inverse images of closed
subsets of Qp under the projection Gpq ~ qP. Note that the constructible topology
is coarser than the Zariski topology.

PROPOSITION 4.4. For each (p, q)-marked template T,

is a constructible open subset of F:(T). ~

5. Rational K(03C0,1 ) spaces
In this section we briefly review the definition and basic properties of rational
K(03C0, 1) spaces. Relevant references include [7, 11, 13 and 18].

As motivation, recall that if a topological space X is a K(03C0,1), then there is a
natural isomorphism

where M is a 7r,(M, *) module, and M denotes the corresponding local system
over X.

One can define the continuous cohomology of a group 7r by

where F ranges over all finitely generated nilpotent quotients of 7r. There is an
evident map

A topological space X is defined to be a rational K(03C0, 1) if the composition

is an isomorphism. Every nilmanifold is clearly both a K(03C0, 1) and a rational
K(03C0, 1). In particular, the circle is both a K(03C0, 1) and a rational K(03C0, 1).

The following results will be used in Section 6. Proofs of them can be found in
[ 11, Sect. 5].
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THEOREM 5.1. The one point union of two rational K(03C0, I)s is a rational

K(03C0, 1). In particular, every Zariski open subset of C is both a K(03C0, 1) and a
rational K(03C0, 1). 1:1

THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that f : X ~ Y is a fiber bundle with fiber F. If Y and
F are rational K(03C0, 1)s, and if the natural action of 03C01 (Y, y) on each cohomology
group of F is unipotent, then X is a rational K(03C0, 1). 0

Since each Zariski open subset of C is both a K(03C0, 1) and a rational K(03C0, 1),
and since the monodromy representations associated to a linear fibration is trivial
[11, (5.12)] we obtain the following result:

COROLLARY 5.3. The complement of an arrangement of hyperplanes in en
which is of fiber type is both a K(03C0, 1) and a rational K(03C0, 1).

6. The main theorem

In this section, we prove the following result.

THEOREM 6.1. Each constructible open subset of Gpq(C) contains a constructible
open subset which is both a K(03C0, 1) and a rational K(03C0, 1).

Remark 6.2. It is easy to show that in the cases of GP and Gp, the constructible
topology is trivial. That is, the only constructible open sets in these spaces are
the the empty set and the whole space. Thus Theorem 6.1 implies that Gb(C) and
Gp1(C) are K(03C0, 1)s and rational K(03C0, 1)s. This is clear in the case of Gp, and is
proved directly in the case of Gp in [13, (8.6)].

The proof of Theorem 6.1 occupies the rest of this section. Since the classes
of rational K(03C0,1)s and K(03C0, I)s are closed under products, and since each con-
structible open subset of GP is a product of the corresponding constructible open
subset of gp with (C* )p+q, we need only prove that each constructible open subset
of Yl contains a constructible open set which is a both a K(03C0, 1) and a rational
K(03C0,1).

Suppose that 0  i  p + q. The ith face map,

is defined by forgetting the ith point of a configuration of p + q points in Pp-1. The
ith dual face map

is obtained by projecting all but the ith point of a configuration of p+q points in
llDP-1 onto a generic Pp-2 using the ith point as the center of the projection.
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Fig. 5.

PROPOSITION 6.3. If T is a (p + q)-marked template, then for each integer
i satisfying 0  i  p + q + 1, there is a (p + q + 1 )-marked template A 2T
(resp. BiT) whose (p, q + 1) -equivalence class (resp. (p + 1, q) -equivalence class)
depends only on the (p, q)-equivalence class of T. Moreover,

and

In particular, the face maps and dual face maps are continuous with respect to the
constructible topology.

Proof. For simplicity of notation, we take i = p + q + 1. Suppose that T is
a (p + q)-marked template. Represent it by the object (P, r, 03C8) of the category
Pp+1. Denote the marked elements 03C8(0),..., 03C8(p + q) of Po by po, ... , pp+q. For
each subset I of t 0, ... , p + q}, denote the element of P which is the least upper
bound of {pi : i E I} by pi. Set rl = r(pi). Define AiT and BiT both to be
the isomorphism class of the completion of the marked ordered set obtained from
(P, r, 7f; ) by adding one extra element pp+q+1 to Po, and elements PI * pp+q+1 to
PI+r¡. This is the ’smallest’ template T’ for which AiT’ = T.

For example, if T is the 6-marked template associated to the configuration on
the left hand side of Fig. 5, then A6T is the 7-marked template associated to the
configuration on the right hand side of Fig. 5.

For v E yp+1q, it is clear that T E T(x(Aiv)) if and only if AiT E T(x(v)). It
follows that

and that the (p + 1, q)-equivalence class of AIT depends only on the (p, q)-
equivalence class of T.
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The corresponding statement for Epq(T) follows from (4.2). The statements with
A replaced by B follow using the dual argument. ~

The following definition is an analogue of (2.1) for templates. It is used only in
the proof of the next result.

DEFINITION 6.4. Suppose that (P, r, 03C8) is an object of the category 15 n. Suppose
that f : [m] ~ [n] is an order preserving injection. Define the subset Q of P
generated by f to be the smallest subset of P which contains {03C8 o f(j):j E [m]}
and is closed under the following operations:

1. if S C im f , then the least upper bound of S in P is in Q;
2. if S C Q, then the greatest lower bound of S in P is in Q;
3. if v E Q and S C im f , then the greatest lower bound of S and v in P is in Q.

PROPOSITION 6.5. If T is a (p+ q)-marked template, then for each integer i sat-
isfying 0  i  p+q, there is a (p+q-1 )-marked template AiT (resp. BiT) whose
(p, q-1)-equivalence class (resp. (p-1, q)-equivalence class) depends only on the
(p, q)-equivalence class of T. Moreover, AiFpq(T) is a constructible open subset
of Fpq-1(AiT), AiEpq(T) is a constructible open subset of Epq-1(AiT), BiFpq(T)
is a constructible open subset of Fp-1q (BiT ) and BiEpq(T) is a constructible open
subset of Ep-1q(BiT).

Proof. Suppose that T is a (p + q)-marked template. Let (P, r, 03C8) be an object
of the category Pp+q which represents T. Let Q be the partially ordered subset of
P generated by the ith face map di: [p + q] ~ [p + q + 1] - that is, the unique
order preserving injection which omits the value i. Let (Q, r, 03C8 o di) be the object
of Pp+q-1 where r is the restriction of the rank function of P. Define Ap+QT to be
the (p + q - 1 )-marked template which is represented by (Q, r, 03C8).

For example, if T is the template associated to the configuration in the left hand
side of Fig. 6, then A2T is the template corresponding to the configuration on the
right hand side of Fig. 6.

It is clear that AiFpq(T) C Fpq-1(AiT). That AiFpq(T) is a constructible open
subset of Fpq-1(A0T) follows directly from (4.4).

The corresponding statements for Epq(T) follows from (4.2). The statements
with A replaced by B follow using the dual argument. D

EXAMPLE 6.6. An example where A0Fpq(T) is a proper subset of Fpq-1(A0T) is
given in Fig. 7. If T is the 13-marked template associated to the left hand figure,
then the right hand configuration is an element of F38(A0T) - A0(F39(T)).

COROLLARY 6.7. If T is a (p + q)-marked template, then
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Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

for all integers i satisfying 0  i  p + q, and if T is a (p + q)-marked template,
then

for all integers i such that 0  i  p + q + 1. ~

We are now ready to prove Theorem 6.1. Throughout the remainder of this
section, the ground field will be C, unless explicitly stated to the contrary. Fix
p &#x3E; 0. The proof is by induction on q. When q = 0, Ypq is a point and the result is
trivially true. Now suppose that q &#x3E; 0 and that the result is true for Ypq-1. Suppose
that U is a non-empty constructible open subset of Ypq. The idea behind the proof
is to replace U by a smaller constructible open set L whose image under Ao is a
constructible open subset of YQ,p 1 and such that the map L ~ A0L is a fibration
whose fibers are complements of arrangements of hyperplanes in Pp-1 of fiber type
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and whose monodromy representations are trivial. Using the inductive hypothesis,
one then finds a constructible open subset L’ of A0L which is both a K(03C0,1) and
a rational K(03C0,1). It will then follow from (5.2) that A-10(L’) is the sought after
constructible open subset of U. We now give the details.

Our first task is to find a constructible open subset W of Y:-I 1 such that the
restriction of Ao to U ~ A-1 W is a family of hyperplane complements where each
relative hyperplane is proper over the base. There are (p + q)-marked templates
Tl , ... , Tl such that

For each j, either Fg (AoTj) is all of Ypq-1 or is a proper closed subvariety. We
may suppose that Fpq-1 (A0Tj) is Ypq-1 when j  k and is a proper subvariety when
j &#x3E; k. When j  k, set

this is a constructible closed proper subset of qp 1 by (4.4). Set

Then W is a non-empty constructible’open subset of Ypq-1 and the restriction of
Ao: A-10 W ~ W to Fpq(Tj) is proper and surjective when j  k.
Now

is a constructible open subset of U. The fiber of

over (X 1, ... , x p+q ) is the complement of an arrangement of hyperplanes in Pp-1
which is derived from the configuration (x1,...,x p+q ) and where each relative
hyperplane is proper over W.

Our next task is to replace W by a smaller constructible open set 0 such that
the restriction of Ao to U n A-10 O is a fiber bundle over O.

We say that two linear configurations in cm have the same combinatorics if their
associated partially ordered sets are isomorphic, or equivalently, if they determine
the same template.
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PROPOSITION 6.8. There is a non-empty constructible open subset 0 of W such
that the restriction of

to Ao 1(O) has the property that each of its fibers is the complement of a linear
configuration with the same combinatorics. Consequently

is a fiber bundle where the action of 7r1 (0, *) on the homology of the fibers is
trivial.

Proof. Let IF be the function field of Ypq-1. Then Ujk Fq (Tj) is a configuration
of hyperplanes in Pp-1(F). For generic v E W, the combinatorics of the restric-
tion of this configuration to the fiber of Ao over v has the same combinatorics
as this configuration over the generic point of YP q 1 . The set of v for which the
combinatorics is different is a closed constructible subset F of Y:-I. The desired
constructible open subset of Ypq-1 is then 0 = W - F. ~

Next we further shrink both U and 0 to make the fibers of Ao to U n A-10O
complements of arrangements of hyperplanes of fiber type.

PROPOSITION 6.9. There is a non-empty constructible open subset 0’ of 0 and
a (p + q) -marked template T such that A0Fpq(T) contains 0’ and such that

and the map

induced by Ao is a fiber bundle all of whose fibers are complements of arrangements
of hyperplanes of fiber type.

Proof. As in the proof of the previous result, we shall denote the function field
of Y:-I by F. The points x1,..., xp+q are defined over IF, and therefore may be
regarded as a configuration x(IF) of points in fiDP-I(IF). The set
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is a configuration of hyperplanes defined over IF and thus determines an element
of D(x(IF». Let T’ E T(x(F)) be the corresponding template. By (3.1), there is a
template T E T(x(IF)) such that

and such that 1fT is an arrangement of fiber type. Since T is defined over the
generic point of Ypq-1, it follows from (6.5) that A0Fpq(T) is a constructible open
subset of Ypq-1. Moreover, the set of v E A0Fpq(T) for which the combinatorics of
the restriction of H(T) to the fiber of Ao over v is given by T is a constructible
open subset of AoF:(T). Let 0’ be the intersection of this open set with O. ~

By our inductive hypothesis, the constructible open set O’ of Ypq- 1 contains a

constructible open subset L which is a K(03C0, 1 ) and a rational K(03C0, 1 ). Since A-10 L
is a non-empty constructible open subset of Ypq,

is also a non-empty constructible open subset of U. Further, the map

is a fibration each of whose fibers is the complement of an arrangement of hyper-
planes in fiDP-1 of fiber type. It follows from (5.3) that the fibers are A"(7r, l)s and
rational K(03C0, 1 )s. Since the base is a K(03C0, 1) and a rational K(03C0,1), and since the
monodromy is trivial (6.8), it follows from (5.2) that V is a K(03C0,1) and a rational
K(03C0,1). This completes the proof of Theorem 6.1.

7. Existence and uniqueness of higher logarithms

In this section, we first establish the existence and uniqueness of the pth higher
logarithm in the sense of [13, (6.1)], but with G; replaced by a suitably chosen
Zariski open subset Ui. We then show how to construct the generalized p-logarithm,
a multivalued Deligne cohomology class, in the sense of [ 13, (12.4)], but with G;
replaced by Up2022. We shall use the notation and definitions of [13].

We will say that a simplicial variety U, is a subvariety of the simplicial variety
X, if each Uq is a subvariety of Xq, and if the inclusion U.  X, is a morphism
of simplicial varieties. We will say that U, is an open (resp. closed, dense, con-
structible) subset of G; if each Uq is open (resp. closed, dense, constructible) in
each X q . There are analogous definitions with Gi replaced by Y;p.
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PROPOSITION 7.1. For each positive integer p, each dense constructible open
subset V! of the truncated simplicial variety G’ contains a dense constructible
open subset Up2022 where each Uq is a rational K(7r, 1). In particular, Gp contains
a dense constructible open subset Up where each Uq is a K(03C0, 1) and a rational
K(03C0,1).

Proof. The only dense constructible open subset of GP is GP itself. So vt = Gb,
and we must take ug = Gp. Suppose that m &#x3E; 0 and that Uq has been constructed
when q  m such that each UP is dense in GP, Uq 9 VI, and such that Ai(Upq) ~
Uq whenever 0  q  m. Now,

is a non-empty constructible open subset of Gpm. So, by (6.1), it contains a non-
empty, and therefore dense, constructible open subset Vpm of Gpm. The result now
follows by induction. D

In order to apply the multivalued de Rham complex functor, we will need
to know that such a constructible open subset U; of G; can be lifted to a

truncated simplicial object in the category Â defined in the introduction and in
[13, Sect. 2].

THEOREM 7.2. Each constructible open subset Up of GP can be lifted to a trun-
cated simplicial object of the category Ã.

The lift is natural in the following sense: it comes with a lift î of the inclusion
Z: Ui - Gi such that if j:Vp2022  Ui is an inclusion of constructible open subsets
of Gp2022, then ij = iÎ.

As the proof of this theorem is technical; it is given in a separate section,
Section 8.

Next, we show how to construct the pth higher logarithm in the sense of [ 13,
(6.1)] defined on some constructible dense open subset of Gp2022.

The following fact is is a direct consequence of [ 13, (7.8)] and [ 13, (8.2)(i)].

PROPOSITION 7.3. If the complex algebraic variety X is a rational K(03C0, 1) with
q(X) = 0, then for all l  0, the complex Wl2022(X) is acyclic.

The existence of the higher logarithms is now an immediate consequence of
(7.1), (7.2), (7.3) and [13, (9.7)]:

THEOREM 7.4. For each integer p  1, there is a dense constructible open subset
Ui of the simplicial variety Gp which has a lift to the category Ã, and there is an
element Zp of the double complex W2p2022(Up2022), unique up to a coboundary, whose
coboundary is the ’volume form’
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Remark 7.5. With a little more care, one can arrange for each Upq to be invariant
under the action of the symmetric group Ep+,+, 1 on GP and for the symbol (as
defined in [ 13, p. 444]) of each component of Zp to span a copy of the altemating
representation. One should note, however, that it seems difficult to arrange for each

Uq to be a rational K(03C0,1) and be preserved by the action of 03A3p+q+1.

Remark 7. 6. Hanamura and MacPherson [17] give an explicit construction of
all higher logarithms in the double complex W2p(Gp2022). In particular, they show
that it is not necessary to pass to a Zariski open subset of GP as we did.

Next, we establish the existence of higher logarithms as Deligne cohomolo-
gy classes. For this, we shall assume the reader is familiar with the definition
of the multivalued Deligne cohomology functor H2022MD(_,Q(p)) defined in [13,
Sect. 12].

The key point here is the following result, a slightly stronger version of which
was stated in [ 13, (12.3)], and which we will prove in Section 9. Recall from the
introduction that H2022D denotes Beilinson’s absolute Hodge cohomology.

THEOREM 7.7. Suppose that X. is a truncated simplicial variety with a lift to
A. If each Xq is a rational K(03C0, 1), then for each integer p, there is a natural
isomorphism

Granted this and results from the section on the descent of Chem classes in

[14], the construction of the generalized pth higher logarithm as an element of
HM1J (Ur, Q(p)) is relatively straightforward.

THEOREM 7.8. If Up is a dense subvariety of Gp2022 where each UP is a rational
K(03C0, 1), then there is an element of

whose restriction to Gb is the volume form.
Proof. Let Vpm, be the subvariety of

which consists of those (m + 1 )-tuples of vectors where each set of min(m + 1, p)
of the vectors is linearly independent. When m  p, there is a natural projection
Vpm ~ Gp - m p which is a principal GLp((C)-bundle. Define face maps
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by omitting the ith vector. Denote the corresponding simplicial variety by V!.
Denote the truncated simplicial space which consists only of those Vpm with p 
m  2p by V!. There is a natural projection p2022 ~ Gp which is a principal
GLp(C)-bundle. We would like to say that this bundle has a Chem class

Since the variety G. is truncated (it has no simplices in dimensions  p), the
existence of such a Chern class is not immediate. Our next task is to establish the

existence of this class. We do this using the Borel construction.
Let E. be, say, the standard simplicial model for the universal bundle associ-

ated to GLp(C). What is important for us is that E, is a simplicial variety with
the homotopy type of a point and on which GLp((C) acts freely. Let P, be the
bisimplicial variety Vp2022 x E.. It has the homotopy type of V,p. Denote the quotient
of P. by the diagonal action of GLp(C) by B.. Since GLp(C) acts freely on P.,
the quotient map

is a principal GLp((C) bundle. By [1], this bundle has a Chem class

Denote the truncated simplicial variety consisting of those Bm with p  m  2p
by B, and denote the restriction of the bundle P. to B, by P.. It is proven in the
section on descent of Chern classes in [14] that there is a canonical class

whose image under the natural map

is the altemating part of cp.
There is a commutative diagram

of principal GLp(C) bundles obtained by collapsing out E.. Since the action of
GLp(C) on VP is free, the bottom arrow is a homotopy equivalence of simplicial
varieties, and therefore induces an isomorphism on Deligne cohomology.
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We can therefore restrict the Chem class (1) to G; to obtain a class in

It follows from (7.7) that we can restrict this class to U; to obtain a class Cp in

provided that each Upq is a rational K(03C0, 1).
Finally, to prove Theorem 7.8, we have to show that the restriction of Cp to

Up0 = Gp is a non-zero multiple of the volume form in HP(GP). It is proved in
[14] that the restriction of CP to Gp is (p - 1) !vol. It follows that Cp/(p - 1)! is a
generalized p-logarithm. This completes the proof of Theorem 7.8. D

8. Proof of Theorem 7.2

In the proof we shall need the following construction. Let

where A denotes the fat diagonal - that is, the locus of points in CP+q+1 1 where the
coordinates are not all distinct. Define

by deleting the ith coordinate:

Denote the truncated simplicial variety consisting of those XP with 0  q  p
by Xi. We can define a morphism 0: Xi - G; by taking (to,..., tp+q) to the
GLp((C) orbit of the (p + q + 1 )-tuple of vectors

This map is easily seen to be a well defined morphism of simplicial varieties. It
induces a morphism ~: Xi - Y.P.
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LEMMA 8.1. The image of Xpq in Gpq is dense in Gq in the constructible topology.
Proof. In view of (4.2), we need only prove that the image of Xpq in Yl is

dense in Yl in the constructible topology. We do this by induction on q. Since Yô
is a point, the result is trivially true when q = 0. Suppose that q &#x3E; 0. Denote the

constructible closure of the image of Xpq in Ypq by Cpq. By induction, Cpq-1 = Ypq-1.
The intersection of Cpq with each fiber of Ao: Ypq ~ Ypq-1 is a constructible closed
subset of the fiber. Note that the fiber of Ao : Ypq ~ YQ,p 1 is the complement of
a linear arrangement in Pp-1 and that each of its constructible closed subsets is
the intersection of the fiber with a finite union of linear subspaces of Pp-1. Since
the intersection of Cpq with the fiber is an open subset of a rational normal curve
in Pp-1, and since each rational normal curve is non-degenerate, it follows that
the fiber of Ao : Cpq ~ qp 1 equals the fiber of Ao : Ypq ~ Ypq-1. It follows that
Cpq = Yp ~

Denote the topological analogue of the category Ã by Top. Observe that a
simplicial object of A has a lift to the category A if and only if it has a lift to the
category Top.

PROPOSITION 8.2. Suppose that Y. and Z. are simplicial topological spaces
where each Yn and Zn is path connected. If f : Y2022 ~ Z, is a morphism of simplicial
spaces, and if Y, has a lift to Top, then both Z. and J have lifts to Top.

Proof. We use the equivalence of the category A with the category A* which
is constructed in [13, Sect. 2]. We first construct a simplicial object of A* which
corresponds to the lift of Y. to a simplicial object of Ã.

Let Y. be the simplicial object of Ã which is the lift of Y, . Choose a base point
y’n of Yn for each n, and let yn be its image in Yn. Each strictly order preserving
map ~: [m] ~ [n] induces a morphism A’~: n ~ Ym of Ã which covers the face
map A~: Yn ~ Y m. Since each Yn is connected and simply connected, there is
a unique homotopy class of paths in Ym from Y’m to A’~(y’n). Its image in Ym is
a distinguished homotopy class of paths 03B3~ in Ym from Ym to A~(yn). The pair
(A~,03B3~) is a morphism (Yn,yn) ~ (Ym,ym) in the category A* and the collection
(Yn, Yn) of pointed spaces together with the maps (A~, 03B3~) is a simplicial object
of A*.
We now use this to construct a lift of X. to A*. Let xn = f(yn). For each order

preserving injection ~: [m] ~ [n], let 03BC~ be the homotopy class f . 03B3~ of paths
in Xm from Xm to A~(xn). The collection of pointed spaces (X n, Xn) together
with the pairs (A~, 03BC~) is easily seen to be a simplicial object of A*. Take X n to
be the standard model of the universal covering space of (Xn, xn) - it consists of
homotopy classes p of paths that emanate from xn. The face maps A~ lift to face
maps A’~ by defining A’~(03C1) to be the homotopy class of paths 03BC~ · p in m. This
is a simplicial object of Ã which lifts X.. ~
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COROLLARY 8.3. Suppose that Y. and Z. are simplicial topological spaces
where each Yn and Zn is path connected. If f: Y2022 ~ Z. is a morphism of simplicial
spaces, and if each simplex Yn of Y, is simply connected, then Z. has a canonical
lift to Top such that f is a morphism of Top. ~

The following result is needed in the proof of the theorem.

LEMMA 8.4. Suppose that f E R[t1,..., tn]. If f =1 0, there is a real number
li &#x3E; 1 such that f is bounded away from zero in the region

Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of variables n. The result is
trivially true when n = 1. Now suppose that n &#x3E; 1 and that the result has been

proved for polynomials with fewer than n variables. Set x = (t1,..., tn-1) and
y = tn. We can write

where each aj(x) E R[t1,...,tn-1] and ad ~ 0. If d = 0, then we are in the

previous case and the result holds by induction. So assume that d &#x3E; 0. By induction,
there exist real constants C &#x3E; 0 and Ii &#x3E; 1 such that |ad(x)|  C for all
x E Dn-1(K). By a standard estimate, the roots 0(x) of the polynomial (2)
satisfy

for some positive integer 1 and for each x E Dn- (K), provided K is sufficiently
large.

Observe that if (t1,...,tn-1) E Dn- 1(K), then

so that ~x~  n - 1 tn-1 when x e Dn- 1 (117) - It follows from the previous
inequality that

provided that tn-1 is sufficiently large, which can be arranged by increasing Il if
necessary. Since
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it follows that if (x, y) E Dn(K), then 1 f (x, y)|  C. 0

Proof of Theorem 7.2. We first give a brief proof of (7.2) in the case when
Ui = G;. For each q, the subset

of Xpq(R) is contractible. Moreover, each of the face maps Ai maps AP into 0394pq-1.
It follows that we have morphisms

of truncated simplicial spaces. Since each Aq is contractible, A. has a unique lift
to a simplicial object of the category Top. If follows from (8.3) that both Xp2022 and
G; have lifts to Top, and therefore to Ã.

The strategy in the general case is similar. We seek a simplicial space D., each
of whose simplices is contractible, which maps to ur. It follows from (8.1 ) that the
pullback of Upq to XP is a proper open subvarietyVq of XP. By standard arguments,
there is a non zero polynomial fq e R[t0,..., tp+q] such that

Xpq - f-1q(0) ~ Vpq.
It follows from (8.4) that there is a real number Kq &#x3E; 1 such that

Let

Then Dpq(K) c qp. It is not difficult to show that Ai(Dpq(K)) C Dpq-1 for each
i. It follows that the Dpq(K), with 0  q  p, form a truncated simplicial space
Dp2022(K) which maps to Vp2022, and therefore to Ur. It is not difficult to show that each
Dpq(K) is contractible. It follows from (8.3) that Upq lifts to a simplicial object of
Â. 0

9. Proof of 7.7

We only give a detailed sketch of the proof. First we prove the result when X, is
replaced by a single space.

Denote the Malcev Lie algebra associated to the pointed space (Y, y) by p(Y, y).
Now suppose that Y is a complex algebraic manifold. Recall from [13, p. 470]
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that the multivalued Deligne cohomology of the object (Y, y) of the category A is
defined to be the cohomology of the complex*

We shall need a Q analogue of HomctsC(039B2022p(Y, y), Ô(Y». This will be con-
structed using continuous cohomology of certain path spaces.

The space of paths in a topological space Y which go from y E Y to z E Y will
be denoted by Py,zY. The homology group Ho(Py,zY, Q) has a natural topology
which agrees with the filtration of H0(Py,yY,Q) ~ Q03C01(Y,y) by powers of its
augmentation ideal when y = z (cf. [15, Sect. 3]). Denote the continuous dual of
H0(Py,zY,Q) by H0cts(Py,zY,Q). These groups fit together to form a local system
over Y x Y whose fiber over (y, z) is H0cts(Py,zY, Q).It is a direct limit of unipotent
local systems over Y x Y and a direct limit of unipotent variations of mixed Hodge
structure when Y is a smooth algebraic variety [15].

There are two natural inclusions of HomctsQ(039B2022p(Y, a), Q), (a = y, z), into

They are induced by the two projections of (Y, y) x (Y, z) onto (Y, a) and by the
inclusion of the constants into H0cts(Py,zY). We shall dénote them by ~1 and CP2,
respectively.

PROPOSITION 9.1. If H1(Y,Q) is finite dimensional, then ~1 and CP2 are both
quasi-isomorphisms.

Proof. We prove the result for CP2, the other case being similar. By a standard
spectral sequence argument, it suffices to show that

is acyclic. We may, without loss of generality, take y = z. Because H1(Y) is
finite dimensional, each graded quotient of the topology on Ho(Py,yY, Q) is finite
dimensional, and it follows that the dual of H0cts(Py,yY),Q) is isomorphic to
the completion of H0(Py,yY,Q) ~ Q03C01(Y, y). This, in tum, is isomorphic to the
completion of Up(Y, y). So there is a natural isomorphism

* Note that there is a typo in the definition of MD(X, Q(p)) in [13, p. 470] - one should quotient
out by FpC(g, ne) as defined on op cit, p. 469 and not just by FPne.
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of chain complexes. This last complex is acyclic, as it is the continuous dual of an
acyclic complex (cf. [11, (3.9)]). ~

The following result is a straightforward refinement of the previous result.

PROPOSITION 9.2. If Y is a smooth algebraic variety, then each of the complexes
in the previous result is a complex of mixed Hodge structures, and the two natural
inclusions ~1 and ~2 of HomctsQ(039B2022p(Y, a), Q) (a = y, z) into

are quasi-isomorphisms in the category of complexes of mixed Hodge
structures. 0

Next, observe that each F E Õ(Y, y) induces a linear map

by taking the path 03B3 to the difference F(z) - F(y) where the branch of F at z is
obtained by analytically continuing F along -y. It follows from standard properties
of iterated integrals that this map is continuous. Consequently, we obtain a linear
map

It follows from [ 13, Sect. 3] and Chen’s de Rham Theorem for the fundamental

group that when q(Y) = 0, this map is an isomorphism of W2022 filtered vector spaces.
This isomorphism is 7fl (Y, y)-equivariant with respect to the standard actions of
W (Y, y) on Õ(Y, y) and H0cts(Py,zY, C).

Recall that there is a natural homomorphism

of W, filtered d.g. algebras [13, (7.7)].
Fix a point z of Y. Consider the complex

Here
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is mapped into

using the identification of H0cts(Py,zY, C)) with O(Y, y) and the map 0 in the
second factor. It is straightforward to check it is a chain map.

Define a map from this complex to MD(Y, Q(p)) by defining it to be ~1 on
the first factor and the identity on the other two factors. Since ~1 is a W, filtered
quasi-isomorphism, this map is a quasi-isomorphism.

Next, Define MD’(X, Q(p)) to be the complex

where the map HomctsQ(039B2022p(Y, y), Q) - S2’(Y) is induced by B. It can be mapped
to the previous complex using ~2 on the first factor and the obvious inclusions on
the other two factors. Since

is an acyclic complex of mixed Hodge structures, it follows that this map is also
a quasi-isomorphism. That is, we can equally well compute HMV (Y, Q(p)) using
the complex MD’(Y, Q(p)).
A map of MD’(Y, Q(p)) into a standard complex that computes H2022D(Y, Q(p))

can now be constructed using the techniques of the proof of [5, (11.7)]. Taking
homology, we obtain a map

for all smooth varieties.

PROPOSITION 9.3. If Y is a rational K(03C0, 1), then 1b is an isomorphism.
Proof. The homology of the complex HomctsQ(039B2022p(Y, y), Q) is the continuous

cohomology H2022cts(p(Y, y)) of the Lie algebra p(Y, y). The natural map

is a morphism of mixed Hodge structures [5, (11.7)]. Since the multivalued Deligne
cohomology is constructed as a cone, we have a long exact sequence
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where i denotes the inclusion of FpS2’ into 03A92022. The map 0 induces a map from
this long exact sequence into the standard long exact sequence

When Y is a rational K(03C0, 1), each of the maps

is a (W., F’) bifiltered quasi-isomorphism [13, (8.2)(i),(iii)]. The result now fol-
lows using the 5-lemma. D

One can take y = z in each of the chain maps above. If one does this, the

assignment of each of these complexes to an object of the category A* defined in
[13, Sect. 2] is a functor.

Suppose that X, is a simplicial object of the category .A. Choose a base point
xn of each Xn; X, now determines a simplicial object of the category A*, and
we may apply any of the functors above to X. to obtain a double complex. Using
standard arguments, we see that the total complex associated to the double complex
MD’(X2022, Q(p)) computed the multivalued Deligne cohomology of X, and that
there is a map

When each X n is a rational K(03C0,1), it is not difficult to show, using an argument
similar to the proof of (9.3) and the skeleton filtration, that W is an isomorphism.

10. Higher logarithms and extensions of Tate variations

The higher logarithms we have constructed generically on G; are related to exten-
sions of (Tate) variations of mixed Hodge structures. Indeed, by [5, (12.1)] and
[11, (8.6)], if a space X is a rational K(03C0, 1) with q(X) = 0, then there are natural
isomorphisms

where 1-l(X) and T(X) denote the categories of unipotent variations of mixed
Hodge structure over X and Tate variations of mixed Hodge structure over X,
respectively. Thus if X, is a simplicial variety where each Xn is a rational K(03C0, 1)
with q(X) = 0, then, in some sense, we may identify H2022MD(X2022,Q(p)) with
the ’hyper-ext’ group of extensions of Q by Q(p) associated to X. (cf. [11,
Sect. 10]).
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